
Positive engagement

continues to spread

throughout Denver for The

Underdog Foundation! 

Mountain Made Macreme

Nana African Market

La Catrina Grill

Comal Heritage Food
Incubator

Welton Street Cafe

OUR COMMUNITY PARTNERS

We are currently working
with:

The Underdog Foundation would like to wish you and

your family a Happy Holidays! Whether you are

celebrating Hanukkah, Christmas, Kwanza or just

excited to see the end of 2020 (because SAME!) we are

reminded of the challenges this year brought, but

more importantly all that we are still grateful for. 

This will forever be the year that our wonderful

community pushed our call to action to evolve from a

one-time project to a Non-Profit Organization that we

are committed to supporting for many years to come!

Whether you are fortunate enough to hug the loved

ones in your life, or give them a Zoom embrace, we

wish you a safe holiday season, and the absolute best

of luck in the year ahead!

We are doing our best to take the “hidden” out of one of

Denver’s best hidden gems, Hayati Mediterranean Grill. We

worked with Ali and Mohamed on designing and installing

a brand-new sign facing the corner of California and

Downing. A HUGE thank you to one of our TUF volunteers,

Ryan Goold, who designed and managed this fantastic

project from start to finish!

HAPPY HOLIDAYS FROM TUF 
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HAYATI MEDITERRANEAN



DENVER'S HEALTHCARE HEROES

We teamed up with four of our

partners to provide delicious food and

coffee to the frontline healthcare

workers at Sloan’s Lake Rehab and St.

Anthony’s Hospital. The Donut, Federal

Coffee, Hayati Mediterranean Grill and

Genna Rae’s Wings & More were

incredibly excited to be able to

provide support for our healthcare

heroes!

“Having food delivered was a huge

relief and sometimes the only bright

spot during the day. It literally got us

through the hardest shifts of COVID-19

and we will be forever grateful for it”

 – St. Anthony North Health Campus

Associate, Emergency Department

We are so excited to announce the website launch

of Sun Valley International Market! Sara and Eddie

set out on a mission to make Ethiopian products

more accessible for the Central Denver Community.

Sun Valley offers a full range of Ethiopian and

African products ranging from dry goods, to flavorful

spices, and even meal kits that you can take home

to cook! Next time you are on the west side of

Denver, go say hi to our wonderful partners, Sara

and Eddie and tell them The Underdog Foundation

sent ya!
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